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Abstract—Along with motion and deformation, fracture is a fundamental behaviour for solid materials, playing a critical role in
physically-based animation. Many simulation methods including both continuum and discrete approaches have been used by the
graphics community to animate fractures for various materials. However, compared with motion and deformation, fracture remains a
challenging task for simulation, because the material’s geometry, topology and mechanical states all undergo continuous (and
sometimes chaotic) changes as fragmentation develops. Recognizing the discontinuous nature of fragmentation, we propose a
discrete approach, namely the Bonded Discrete Element Method (BDEM), for fracture simulation. The research of BDEM in
engineering has been growing rapidly in recent years, while its potential in graphics has not been explored. We also introduce several
novel changes to BDEM to make it more suitable for animation design. Compared with other fracture simulation methods, the BDEM
has some attractive benefits, e.g. efficient handling of multiple fractures, simple formulation and implementation, and good scaling
consistency. But it also has some critical weaknesses, e.g. high computational cost, which demand further research. A number of
examples are presented to demonstrate the pros and cons, which are then highlighted in the conclusion and discussion.
Index Terms—physically based animation, solid material, fracture, fragmentation, particle-based method
F
1 INTRODUCTION
F RAGMENTATION processes are found almost every-where in our daily life, such as breaking eggs, cut-
ting cheese, and tearing paper. Common to all fracturing
phenomena are the significant changes to the geometry,
topology and mechanical status of material, which occur
simultaneously and make fragmentation one of the most
challenging physical problems to simulate in both graphics
and engineering communities. A variety of numerical ap-
proaches have been developed for simulating fractures and
depending on how the mechanical behaviour of material is
represented, they can be roughly classified into two cate-
gories: the continuum methods and the discrete methods.
Real-world materials are composed of atoms or
molecules, which are linked by various microscopic forces to
form into different microstructures. The Continuum Meth-
ods (CMs) ignore such microstructures and instead treat
various materials as different continua, whose mechani-
cal responses are represented by specific force-deformation
relations. In the continuum constitutive model, the force
and deformation in a material are described by stress and
strain respectively, which are sequentially used to express
its equilibrium condition as the momentum conservation
equation. As strain is defined as the derivative of motion in
the continuum model, the associated momentum conserva-
tion equation is presented as a Partial Differential Equation
(PDE), whose solution can be approximately obtained by
using such sophisticated numerical schemes as the Finite
Element Method (FEM) [1], the Extended Finite Element
Method (XFEM) [2], and the meshfree (or meshless) method.
FEM and XFEM both have well established generic formu-
lations, while the meshfree (or meshless) method refers to
all numerical schemes that do not rely on a mesh/grid dis-
cretization, such as the Moving Least Square (MLS) method
[3], the Smoothed-Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method
[4], and the Material Point Method (MPM) [5]. Despite the
distinctness of various CM schemes, they all discretize the
material medium in one way or another and subsequently
transform its governing PDEs into a set of linear algebraic
equations in order to obtain the numerical solution.
The Discrete Methods (DMs), such as the mass-spring
method, the Bonded Discrete Element Method (BDEM) [6],
and the peridynamics method [7], directly mimic the mi-
crostructure of material with a lattice or network configu-
ration consisting of nodes and connectors. The mechanical
response of material is thus represented by the interactions
between nodes and connectors, whose behaviours follow
certain preset rules, e.g. Newton’s laws. DMs typically avoid
the use of such derivative quantities as strain and stress
gradient, while the linear algebraic governing equations are
directly established according to the discrete constitutive
model. Without additional numerical discretization, the DM
formulations are simpler than the CM formulations and they
are also easier to implement. However, as standard material
testing and characterization are all based on the continuum
constitutive model, the model parameters in DMs are often
more difficult to determine than the material parameters
used in CMs, while the model response of DMs is sometimes
sensitive to the model configuration. Such input and output
model uncertainties have made DMs less attractive than
CMs in engineering applications.
In computer graphics, the modelling of solid materials
was once dominated by DMs, especially the mass-spring
method [8]. But in the past two decades and with the
continuous increase of computing power, a variety of CMs
initially developed for engineering simulations have been
introduced into and adapted for graphics simulations. Re-
flected in the most recent literature, CMs are more widely
used by the graphics community for the simulation of solid
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Fig. 1: Bunny Jell-O. A bunny Jell-O with 1.26 M discrete elements is cut by two blades, where all bonds are set with the
same parameters to simulate an elastic body.
materials with the presence of fragmentation, achieving
attractive results for brittle fracture [9] [10] [11] [12], ductile
fracture [13] [14], thin-shell objects [15], and rigid bodies
[16] etc. Despite these great successes with CMs, it is worth
noting that fracturing is by nature a discontinuous process
with co-occurrence of time-varying geometry and topology
changes to the material medium. As a result, it is always
a challenging job to simulate fragmentation processes with
CMs, which involve complicated formulation and implan-
tation. Besides, depending on the specific application, the
efficiency, robustness and flexibility of fracture simulation
using CMs can be limited.
Recognizing the present challenges associated with frac-
ture simulation in graphics, the subject is revisited in this
study by using a DM approach, namely the Bonded Discrete
Element Method (BDEM). We do not argue to substitute the
existing CM approaches (no method is the silver bullet for
everything) that have been prevailing in recent years with
tremendous success in simulating fragmentation processes
in various solids. Instead, our intention is to bring attention
to BDEM as an alternative approach to simulating fractures
in solid materials by demonstrating its potential benefits as
well as current weaknesses, and thereby to stimulate further
research in the graphics community.
The BDEM shares a similar discrete configuration as the
classic mass-spring model, with the material explicitly rep-
resented by a set of connected nodes. In BDEM, the nodes
are referred to as discrete elements, which are usually de-
fined as rigid balls, and the nodal connections are referred to
as bonds, which are defined between neighbouring elements
if and only if they are in direct contact with each other.
There are however two fundamental differences between
BDEM and the mass-spring model. First, in the mass-spring
method, a point mass is an ideal point without volume,
and it has 3 Degrees of Freedom (DOF) corresponding to
the translational motions in three Cartesian directions. In
BDEM, a discrete element is a shaped entity with both
mass and volume, and it has 6 DOFs corresponding to both
translational and rotational motions. Secondly, in the mass-
spring method, many different types of springs are set to
handle such mechanical effects as shearing, bending and
twisting, and together these springs form into a complex
network. As a result, the overall system response is sensitive
to the spring network configuration, affecting its flexibility
and repeatability. In BDEM, the bonds are defined between
adjacent elements if and only if they are in direct contact,
and the bond reaction follows standard force-displacement
relations that react to relative translational and rotational
motions between adjacent elements. As a result, the BDEM
configuration is fully determined by the discrete element
packing and has good simulation consistency. Our main
contributions include:
• The BDEM is introduced for graphics simulation
of solid materials with the presence of fractures.
The BDEM is simple in formulation and easy to
implement. A 99-line C++ code is provided in the
Appendix for reference.
• The BDEM is reformulated by using quaternion to
represent rotation and set the degrees of freedom
exclusively on the elements, which significantly im-
proves the simulation efficiency.
• A BDEM oriented marching cubes algorithm is de-
veloped to achieve accurate and robust surface re-
construction for complex fragmentation processes
without scarifying the computational efficiency.
• We explore the model settings to simulate a range of
fragmentation processes including cutting, breaking,
cracking, crumbling and impacting etc. and in a
range of materials including granular matter, elastic
body, stiff thin-shell, anisotropic material and woven
textile etc. The results show that the proposed BDEM
approach is extremely versatile in simulating frac-
tures.
2 RELATED WORKS
The research works related to fracture simulation in com-
puter graphics are reviewed in this section. As summarized
in Table 1, we divide the simulation approaches into two
groups: continuum and discrete methods, which are briefly
recapped in § 2.1 and § 2.2, respectively.
2.1 Continuum Methods
For the simulation of solid materials, continuum methods
have been introduced into the graphics community for at
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Fig. 2: Coke Can. A coke can wiht 495 K discrete elements is pressed to buckle by a hydraulic press, where the thin-shell
wall is simulated with three layers of elements.
TABLE 1: Fracture simulation methods in computer graphics.
Types Methods Mesh-based Need remeshing Fracture Type1 Special Materials Representative References
CMs
FEM B&D multi-layer thin sheet [9] [13]
XFEM B&D thin-shells [17] [18]
BEM B low-resolution mesh [11] [19]
MLS B&D melting objects [10] [20]
MPM B&D snow,foam,wet sand [21] [22] [23]
DMs
Mass-spring B cloth [24] [25]
Peridynamics B glass [26] [27]
BDEM B rope,cloth,glass None
1 B indicates brittle fracture and D indicates ductile fracture.
least three decades, and viscoelasticity, plasticity and frac-
tures are among the early physical phenomena attempted
[28]. Seminar works were presented in [9] [13], where the
fragmentation processes in both brittle and ductile materi-
als are simulated with FEM aided by adaptive remeshing.
These early successes promoted the popularity of FEM in
fracture simulation, and further developments have been
made in realtime simulation [29] [30], realtime interactive
applications [31], rigid body interaction [16], and thin plates
[15]. For graphics applications, the most demanding chal-
lenge faced by FEM fracture simulation is adaptive remesh-
ing to capture discontinuities caused by crack propagation,
which if not appropriately handled can catastrophically
affects the simulation efficiency and robustness. A number
of highly effective but application-dependent approaches
have been proposed to address this problem [32] [33] [34]
[35] [36] [37].
Instead of capturing the fracture propagation with adap-
tive remeshing, another way to represent the stress field
evolution caused by fragmentation is through element en-
richment using specially designed shape functions and the
corresponding technique is generally referred to as XFEM in
engineering [38]. Enrichment textures on regular 2D grids
were used by [17] as enrichment basis functions to simulate
cutting and fracturing of thin-shells. Discontinuities are
represented as edge path between texture pixels and highly
detailed crack path can be produced using low-resolution
simulation meshes. An XFEM-based cutting algorithm was
proposed by [18] with fully implicit interaction using shifted
sign enrichment and specialized quadrature rules for dis-
continuous integrands.
The Boundary Element Method (BEM) is another well
established CM approach for solving linear partial dif-
ferential equations in the boundary integral form, and it
has also been successfully applied in graphics for fracture
simulation. BEM-based rigid body fracture simulation was
presented by [11] with only surface representations. Low-
resolution simulation mesh with high-resolution crack-front
was used by [19] to produce detailed fracture surfaces with
low computational cost. The efficiency is further improved
in their later work [12] with a fast approximation method.
However, owing to the boundary integral formulation re-
quirement, BEM is generally limited to linear elasticity and
brittle fracture.
Besides the grid-based methods, particle-based CM ap-
proaches have also been used in computer graphics to
simulate fractures in various solid materials. Early attempts
includes MLS methods to simulating melting objects [10]
and dynamic sampling for fracture of a wide range of ma-
terials [20]. The most successful approaches in this category
is MPM [21] [22] [23] [14]. A main focus for MPM fracture
simulation has been on the integration of multiple physics
phenomena, such as fractures in snow [21], foam [22], and
wet sand [23]. More recently, fracture with large elastoplastic
deformation was animated by the phase-field method based
on continuum damage mechanics [14].
2.2 Discrete Methods
The mass-spring model is among the earliest physics-based
models that became successful in computer graphics, and it
remains widely used in many commercial systems thanks
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Fig. 3: Window Breaking. A glass panel with 521 K discrete elements is penetrated by a bullet, where the glass panel is
modelled with five layers of elements and the Young’s modulus is set as E = 109 Pa to simulate thin stiff materials.
to its simplicity and low computational cost. In a mass-
spring system, the material is represented by a collection
of point masses and mass-less springs, and the material
behaviour is determined by the mechanical response of the
mass-spring network according to Newton’s laws. One of
the first successful applications of the mass-spring model
is to simulate brittle fracture in an elastic material [8].
Rigid constraints was also applied for fast simulation of the
shattering of brittle objects with implicit time integration
[39]. Nevertheless, its success is perhaps most noticeable in
cloth simulation [24] [25]. Despite the simple formulation
and high efficiency, the method also suffers from some
critical drawbacks: 1) the model parameters are difficult to
set for representing real-world materials, especially when
specialized springs are introduced to handle bending and
twisting effects; 2) the system behaviour is sensitive to its
network configuration, and even becomes unpredictable in
some situations.
The Discrete Element Method (DEM) was first proposed
by [40] [41] for rock mechanics, and over the years it has
become the standard simulation tool for granular matters in
engineering. The DEM has also been used by the graphics
community to simulate granular materials [42] [43] [44]
[45]. Owing to the intrinsic advantages of DEM in dealing
with discontinuities, it has been extended to establish the
so-called Bonded DEM [6] (BDEM) for the simulation of
continuum media. Evidenced by the rapid growth of Itasca’s
commercial package PFC [46], the BDEM has been increas-
ingly successful in many engineering applications where
CMs fail or become too expensive to run. However, there
is no exploration of BDEM in graphics applications.
Based on integral equations, peridynamics is a relative
new DM approach that is specially designed to simulate de-
formation with the presence of discontinuities [7]. Its use in
computer graphics has also been explored in recent years for
brittle fracture [26] and for modeling elastoplastic materials
[27]. The key concept of peridynamics is to use integral for-
mulation to avoid the difficulties of computing derivatives
at discontinuities. Similar to BDEM, peridynamics also uses
points and bonds to simulate continuum solids. A major
difference between BDEM and peridynamics in geometry
representation is that BDEM stores positions and rotations
on elements but peridynamics uses only positions. As a
result, peridynamics requires more bonds to model bending
and twisting behaviours and it is not straightforward for the
bond-based peridynamics to simulate manifolds like rope
and cloth.
Researchers have also used rod element to model rope.
A Discrete Differential Geometry (DDG) approach was used
to compute rod curvatance at point [47]. Cosserat rods was
used to simulate rod behaviors which can efficiently model
complex bending and torsion effects [48]. This work was
later combined with projective dynamics to achieve mesh
independence [49]. Cosserat rods were also used to model
fibers inside wood [50]. These methods discretize the solid
object into rod elements, which differ fundamentally from
the discrete element used in BDEM. A rod element consists
of a line segment with two points and a quaternion, and
it can deform in the form of shearing, stretching, bending
and twisting. The deformation of rod element is measured
by strain, which is defined following the theory of curves.
Strain measures for stretching and shearing are defined by
using the difference between tangent vector and normal of
rod cross section. Strain measures for bending and twisting
are defined on points by using rotations of connected lines
by Darboux vector of the curve. Due to the close integration
with the theory of curves, the cosserat rods are extremely
efficient for modelling slender structures, e.g. a rope, but
they are far less effective in describing generic 2D or 3D
objects. Used in BDEM, discrete elements are small rigid
balls, which can have arbitrary displacements and rotations,
and neighbouring discrete elements are connected with
bonds. The object deformation is uniformly determined by
the states of discrete elements, i.e. their relative translations
and rotations, and there is no need to distinguish different
deformation modes (e.g. stretching, shearing, bending and
twisting) and there is no need to define strains. Compared
to the rod element methods, BDEM is equally applicable to
generic objects, regardless of their shapes and dimensions.
In addition, for a 1D rope, the number of connections and
points are similar, but for 2D or 3D objects, the number
of connections is usually much more than the number of
points. Thus, storing rotation variables on line segments
will result in higher computational cost, and it is more cost
effective to store the motion states on the points instead of
on the connections. Another related work is [51], and similar
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Fig. 4: Drilling. An isotropic plaster board and an anisotropic wood sheet are drilled horizontally. These two boards have
the same packing with 321 K discrete elements. The bond parameters for the plaster board are set as constants independent
from directions, while they vary for the wood sheet dependent on the orientation.
to BDEM it uses particles with orientation to simulate object
deformations. But this method is a pure geometric approach
based on shape matching, and it does not involve such
physical concepts as momentum and stress, which limit its
ability to achieve physically realistic effects.
3 BONDED DISCRETE ELEMENT MODEL
In this section, we explain the BDEM approach for the
simulation of solid materials with the presence of fractures.
To make BDEM fit for graphics applications, we also in-
troduce several novel changes to improve its simulation






Fig. 5: Discrete element e
In BDEM, a solid material is represented by a collection
of connected discrete particles. The discrete particles are
termed as discrete elements, and they usually take the form
of rigid balls. As shown in Figure 5, a discrete element e can
be described by two fixed properties, radius r and density
ρ, and two state parameters, position p and rotation q.
The proposed BDEM framework comprises three technical
parts: a bond model to represent the deformation of solid
materials, a bond fracture model to capture the fragmenta-
tion process, and a contact model to account for collisions
between material parts, and they are explained in § 3.1, § 3.2
and § 3.3, respectively.
3.1 Bond Model
In BDEM, the bond model describes the behaviour of the
inter-element connections. Using a bond model, the force
and torque in the material are calculated based on the posi-
tion and rotation of discrete elements. The torque is typically
accumulated by computing the rotation increment from the
angular velocity [6], for which an external increment vector
needs to be stored on bonds. Another way to compute the
torque is through Euler angles [52], whose formulation and
implementation are more involved and due to the accumu-
lation of numerical errors, the results can vary depending on
the rotation order selection. To avoid the cost of additional
storage and to improve the accuracy and efficiency, we es-
tablish the bond model by using quaternion to represent the
rotation of discrete element. Compared with other rotation
representation methods such as rotation matrix and Euler
angles, the quaternion representation has the advantages
of lower computational cost, smoother interpolation and
avoiding gimbal lock.
For the i-th discrete element, let ri denote its radius and
ρi material density, and its state is defined as
si = (pi, qi), (1)
where pi represents the position of the discrete element
i, and qi is a unit quaternion representing the rotation of
the discrete element i. As shown in Figure 7, two discrete
elements i and j are connected by a bond, whose state is
fully determined by the element states si and sj . As no
dynamic data are stored on bonds, the DOFs of the system
is only related to the discrete elements i = 1, · · · , N . In the
bond model, a bond has two material properties: Young’s
modulus E and shear modulus G. Note that the bond pa-
rameters here are microscopic parameters, and they are not
necessarily identical to the macroscopic material properties.
Indeed, the accurate determination of microscopic BDEM
parameters is still a challenge in engineering applications,
and usually requires calibrations. In a classical experiment
of BDEM [6], the micro-macro difference of Young’s modu-
lus is found to be 2.7-5.0%. Some recent studies of BDEM
calibrations [53], [54], [55] show that using macroscopic
parameters as bond parameters causes an error of 22-38%.
However, the requirement for accuracy is very different
in graphics applications. In our experiment, directly using
macro parameters have yielded satisfactory macroscopic
results. Detailed in § 5.1, a three-point bending test shows
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Fig. 6: Rope. A rope with 78 K elements is continuously twisted, where a simple rope-shaped element packing is sufficient




Fig. 7: Two discrete elements connected by a bond.
that the error between micro and macro parameters is less
than 28%. Therefore, based on the literature studies and
our own tests, we simply treat the bond parameters as
macroscopic material properties.
Other bond parameters include the cross section radius
r0, the relaxed length l0 and the initial direction d0, and they








A bond has four deformation modes: stretch, shear, and





Fig. 8: A stretched bond.
As shown in Figure 8, when the bond is stretched (or
shortened), the bond behaves like an elastic spring, and
the resulting force will pull (or push) the bond back to its





where E is the Young’s modulus of bond and S = πr20 is the
cross section area of the bond. The stretching force is given
by:
Fstretch = kn(l − l0)n. (4)
where l = |pi − pj | is the current bond length and n =
(pi − pj)/l the normal direction.
3.1.2 Shear
A pure shear deformation mode is shown in Figure 10,
where the discrete element j moves away from its origi-
nal position (dashed line), creating a shear deformation in
the bond (i, j). It is noted that for both discrete elements
i and j, their cross-section directions remain unchanged.
This situation is geometrically equivalent to the case where
discrete elements i and j are under the same self-rotation. In
an arbitrary deformation status, the discrete elements i and
j can rotate differently, and as a result the two cross-sections
of elements i and j can have different directions:
di = qi ⊗ d0 ⊗ qi,dj = qj ⊗ d0 ⊗ qj , (5)
where di denotes the direction of bond at the cross-section
of element i, dj the direction of bond at the cross-section
of element j, qi the rotation quaternion of element i, qj
the rotation quaternion of element j, qi the conjugate of
qi, qj the conjugate qj , and ⊗ the Hamilton product for
quaternions. Thus, the shear direction dij and the tangential







dij − (dij · n)n
|dij − (dij · n)n|
. (7)
Hence, the shear angle is
θij = 〈dij ,n〉. (8)
Therefore, when a bond is sheared, the corresponding forces
and moments can be calculated as follows:





where the shear stiffness is determined by the shear modu-
lus G of bond and its cross section area S:
ks = GS. (11)
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Fig. 9: Textile. A textile with 120 K discrete elements is torn and twisted into pieces, where the element packing is











Fig. 10: A sheared bond.
i j
Mi Mj
Fig. 11: A bended bond.
3.1.3 Bend and Twist
As shown in Figure 11, by removing the rotations with shear
deformation which have same cross-section direction, bend
and twist of the bond can be extracted as
qij = qj ⊗ qi. (12)





, θ = 2 arccos<(qij), (13)
where =(qij) denotes the imaginary part of qij , and <(qij)
the real part. The twisting and bending moments are
Mt = kt(θa · n)n, (14)
Mb = kb(θa− (θa · n)n), (15)








where I = πr40/4 and J = πr
4
0/2 are the second moments
of area for bending and twisting, respectively.
3.2 Fracture Model and Fracture Surface Visualization
In BDEM, the fragmentation is represented by the breakage
of bond, which typically follows a stress-based criterion [6].
















When the stress in the bond exceeds the corresponding
strength, i.e. σ > σc or τ > τc with σc and τc denoting the
tensile and shear strengths, respectively, the bond breaks.
To represent the natural variability of real-world materials,
some randomness is introduced to the bond strength follow-
ing the Weibull distribution.
The BDEM simulation does not explicitly capture the
fracture surface, and hence a separate surface reconstruc-
tion step is needed for visualization. Given the particle-
based configuration of BDEM, a natural option for surface
reconstruction is to follow the idea of the marching cubes
algorithm [56], which works well for point cloud data. A di-
rect application is to treat the positions of discrete elements
as point cloud data and apply marching cubes to extract
fracture surfaces. But as the fragmentation process tends
to create closely located fracture surfaces, large amount of
tiny fragments, and separate surfaces that are in contact
during collision, severe defects are observed with the direc-
tion application of marching cubes algorithm. A schematic
illustration of some failure cases is given in Figure 13, where
the marching cubes algorithm cannot correctly capture the
surfaces during fracture propagation (Figure 13(a)) and
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Fig. 12: Hourglass. A hourglass with 966 K discrete elements falls onto the ground and breaks into pieces, showing that
our method can robustly handle the coupling between granular matter and solid objects.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 13: Comparison of fracture surface capture. Yellow
dots indicate discrete elements, thin black segments indicate
bonds, and thick red lines indicate reconstructed surfaces.
(a) Closely located fracture surfaces are missed by the naive
marching cubes algorithm. (b) Closely located fracture sur-
faces are correctly captured by our visualization algorithm.
(c) Wrong surfaces are generated by the naive marching
cubes algorithm for separate objects contacting with each
other. (d) Correct surfaces are generated by our visualization
algorithm for separate objects contacting with each other.
during collision of discrete elements (Figure 13(c)). Hence,
a BDEM oriented marching cubes algorithm is proposed to
address the defects of surface reconstruction.
Fracture Points Instead of using positions of elements,
we use fracture points to form the implicit surface. We
assume that the bond does not disappear when it breaks, but
is divided into two segments and remains on the discrete
element. Each fracture point comprises a fracture position
pf of the bond and a vector nf representing the direction of
cross section of bond, which can also be seen as the direction
of fracture surface at pf . As shown in Figure 15a, broken
bonds are colored in red, fracture points are colored in black,
and the dashed line indicates the fracture surface formed by
fracture points.
Grouped SDFs To prevent close but disconnected ele-
ments from sticking together like in Figure 13(c), we use the
topology information to extract fracture-labeled signed dis-
tance functions. A Depth-First Search (DFS) is performed to
group elements into different connected parts to distinguish
different pieces of fragments as shown in Figure 15b. For
each fragment k (elements in the same group Gk), we can




i∈Gk(p− pi) · niWi∑
i∈Gk Wi
, (19)
where p is position, and the weights Wi are computed using
Gaussian function based on the distance between p and the
fracture position pi. It is noted that these SDFs are implicitly
defined based on fracture points without causing additional
storage overhead.
Modified Marching Cubes With grouped SDFs, we
adapt the marching cubes procedure to generate triangle
surfaces. According to the algorithm, the space is divided
into small cubes. We need to calculate the values on the
eight vertices of the cube, calculate the triangular faces in
the cube, and then move to the next cube and repeat this
process. According to our grouped SDF, the distance value
needs to be calculated for each group on the vertex, and
triangles are calculated separately for each group. As the
fracture surface only occupies a small part of the space, we
only deal with the cubes near fracture points and calculate
the distance values of the corresponding groups, saving cal-
culations. The computational cost of our method is linearly
related to the size of the fracture surface and can accurately
capture the detailed geometric features. In addition, we
also propose a method to deal with fracture surface in
the same group. For a certain point p in the space, we
divide the fracture points in the neighborhood δ into several
subgroups according to the connection relationship in the
neighborhood δ, calculate the distance values separately,
and take the smallest one as the final distance value, as
shown in Figure 15c. Since the point is at least outside of
one of the subgroups, the gap detection is guaranteed.
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Fig. 14: Coupling. The falling of B, D, E and M, which are made from granules, textile, rigid thin sheet, and soft elastic
material, respectively, showing that our method can uniformly simulate the behaviour of various materials and the complex
coupling with the presence of fractures.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 15: The process of our fracture surface visualization
method. (a) The black dots with directions indicate the
fracture points. (b) Elements are divided into several groups
by connection relationship. (c) The fracture surfaces in the
same group of elements are correctly processed by our
algorithm.
3.3 Contact Model
A classic contact model [57] is used in the proposed BDEM
to deal with interactions between separated discrete el-
ements. A small overlap is formed when two separated
discrete elements collide with each other and as a result
of the collision, the interaction comprises a normal force
(repulsion) and a tangential force (friction). The contact
model can process uniformly granular-granular, continuum-




Fig. 16: Two discrete elements in contact.
As shown in Figure 16, two discrete elements i and j are
in contact with an overlap
δij = (ri + rj)− |pi − pj |, (20)
where ri and rj denote their radii, and pi and pj their
positions. The contact force is decomposed into a normal
repulsion force and a tangential friction force:
Fcontact = Fr + Ff . (21)
The normal repulsion force is computed by using a linear
elastic model:
Fr = krδn, (22)
where kr is the normal repulsion stiffness and unit normal
vector n = (pi − pj)/|pi − pj |.
To model friction, we use an accumulated tangential
spring ξ between discrete elements i and j. When two
elements start to contact, a tangential spring is created
between i and j with initial value 0. In the following time
step, if i and j are not in contact, we remove the tangential
spring. If they are still in contact, as the contact direction can
be rotated, we first project the spring to current tangential
plane through
ξ′t = ξt−1 − (ξt−1 · n)n, (23)
where ξt−1 denotes the friction spring in the last time step,
and ξ′t denotes the projected spring. Then we accumulate
the tangential spring by
ξt = ξ
′
t + vt∆t (24)
where the relative tangential velocity is given by
vt = (vi − vj)− ((vi − vj) · n)n. (25)
The friction force is first computed by
Ff = −ktξ, (26)
where kt is the tangential stiffness. According to Coulomb’s
law of friction, the tangential friction force Ff has relation-
ship with the normal repulsion force Fr : for static friction,
|Ff | ≤ µs|Fr| and for dynamic friction, |Ff | = µd|Fr|.
The parameters µs and µd are the coefficients of static and
dynamic friction, where µd ≤ µs in general. As the tangen-
tial spring accumulates, when |Ff | ≥ µs|Fr|, the dynamic
friction is active. Considering the current direction of Ff is




,Ff = µd|Fr|t. (27)
For simplicity, we assume kr = kn and µs = µd = µ.
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(a) Mass-Spring (b) Peridynamics (c) MPM (d) BDEM
(e) Beam twisting with BDEM
Fig. 17: Beam Twisting. The first row shows the stress visualization of different methods in a beam twisting test. The
second row shows the fragmentation simulation results of BDEM.
4 MODEL CONFIGURATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
The formulations for the proposed BDEM approach for
fracture simulation are explained in § 3. In this section,
we further explain the model configuration, the handling
of some numerical issues, and the simulation workflow.
4.1 Model Configuration
The BDEM model represents a solid material with a col-
lection of densely packed discrete elements, where only
adjacent elements are connected with bonds. The macro-
scopic properties of solid materials are determined by the
packing configuration of discrete elements and the micro-
scopic parameters of elements and bonds. With respect to
the packing configuration, a random close packing with
different size of elements is often adopted in engineering
applications. The direction bias of this method is smaller,
which is conducive to accurate calculations in engineering.
But this method requires complicated and time-consuming
operations to initialize packing. Our BDEM model does
support the use of discrete elements of different sizes as
shown in Figure 18, where a three-point bending beam is
represented with random close packing of discrete elements
at different sizes ranging from 0.9 to 4.0. But for efficiency
reasons, we adopt a simple hexagonal closest packing with
the same element size in this study. With this packing
method, BDEM shows good scaling consistency and ma-
terial properties can be easily adapted as the simulation
resolution refines.
Fig. 18: Bending test with random close packing of different
sizes of elements (element size 0.9 to 4.0).
In the BDEM model, each discrete element has two
parameters including density ρ and radius r, and each bond
has four parameters including Young’s modulus E, shear
modulus G, tensile strength σc and shear strength τc. All
other algorithmic parameters are readily derived from these
six basic parameters and the packing configuration, and
they include mi, l0, r0, S, kn, ks, kt, kb. By adjusting the six
basic model parameters, the behaviours of a wide range
of solid materials can be captured by the proposed BDEM
approach. Granular materials can be easily modeled in
BDEM without bond connections. Isotropic elastic materials
can be modeled with the same parameters set for all bonds,
with the material stiffness controlled by E and G and the
fragility controlled by σc and τc. In addition, by purposely
setting the bond parameters, BDEM is also capable of sim-
ulating complex materials with substructures. More details
on parameter setting are given in § 5 in conjunction with the
relevant examples.
4.2 Simulation Workflow
The simulation workflow is summarized in Algorithm 1,
and a 99-line C++ demo code is provided in Appendix.
To update the rotation with time step ∆t, the rotation
increment is computed as w∆t and we use a quaternion
∆q to represent it. The rotation of element is updated with
rotation increment by q ← ∆q ⊗ q. As shown in lines 6-
10, we use a velocity verlet scheme to update positions and
a similar form for rotations. Like other explicit methods,
the time step of BDEM needs to be sufficiently small for
simulation stability. We used a method based on eigenvalues
to estimate the critical time step [58]. The critical time step
has a relation between the largest eigenvalue λ of the system
of T = 2/
√
λ. In our BDEM method, the largest eigen value





where m and k represent the effective mass and stiffness re-
spectively, and N is the largest eigen value of the Laplacian
matrix of the connections between bonds. With hexagonal
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TABLE 2: Model settings
Demo N s/frame ∆t FPS r ρ E G σ τ µ
Beam Bending 24K 68.7 1.22× 10−6 100 0.00125 2.71× 103 108 3× 107 8× 106 1× 107 0.5
Beam Twisting 69K 9.3 3.01× 10−6 100 0.0025 2.6× 103 106 4× 106 2× 104 2.5× 104 0.7
Paper 46K 13.4 1.04× 10−6 100 0.001 2.6× 103 106 3× 105 8× 104 1× 105 0.7
Rope 78K 21.6 6.35× 10−6 100 0.001 5× 103 106 3× 105 ∞ ∞ 0.3
Coke Can 495K 297.8 1.01× 10−6 100 0.0005 5× 103 107 3× 106 2× 106 2.5× 106 0.3
Bunny Jell-O 1.26M 284.8 3.13× 10−6 100 0.0006 2.6× 103 106 3× 105 2.4× 105 3× 105 0.7
Drilling 312K 520.4 7.24× 10−7 100 0.0005 4× 103 107 3× 106 2× 104 2× 104 0.5
Textile 120K 132.4 6.39× 10−7 100 0.001 50 105 3× 104 8× 105 ∞ 0.7
Hourglass 966K 706.5 1.01× 10−7 480 0.0005 5× 103 109 3× 108 2× 106 2.5× 106 0.5
Window Breaking 521K 734.7 1.01× 10−7 480 0.0005 5× 103 109 3× 108 2.5× 106 2.5× 106 0.3
Coupling 547K 106.8 2.02× 10−6 100 0.001 5× 103 107 3× 106 5.6× 105 7.0× 105 0.3
packing, N ≈ 9 in 2D and N ≈ 293 in 3D. Besides,
k = kn ≈ E in 2D and k = kn ≈ π2Er in 3D, in which
E is the Young’s modulus and r is the average radius of
elements. In our implementation, a viscous damping term
linearly proportional to the relative velocity is added to
help stabilize the simulation, and we found that the time
step of 0.2-0.5T is sufficient for stable simulation in all our
experiments.
ALGORITHM 1: BDEM Fracture Simulation Work-
flow
1 Initialize discrete elements with position p0 and
rotation q0;
2 foreach element i and neighbor element j do












8 p(t+ ∆t)← p(t) + ∆tv(t+ 12∆t);
9 compute ∆q(t) with w(t+ 12∆t);
10 q(t+ ∆t)← ∆q(t)⊗ q(t) ;
11 compute Fcontact(t+ ∆t) and Tcontact(t+ ∆t);
12 compute Fbond(t+ ∆t) and Tbond(t+ ∆t);
13 foreach bond pair i, j do
14 measure stress σ, τ and check breakage;
15 end
16 F (t+ ∆t)←
F (t+∆t)+Fcontact(t+∆t)+Fbond(t+∆t)+Mg;
17 T (t+ ∆t)←
T (t+ ∆t) + Tcontact(t+ ∆t) + Tbond(t+ ∆t);








20 until end of simulation;
In addition to choosing suitable time steps, the BDEM
simulation workflow can be easily accelerated through par-
allel computing techniques. Both CPU multi-threading and
GPU computing can be used to speed up the simulation,
where the calculations occurring at the discrete elements
can all be performed in parallel. Besides, we divide the
space into a set of uniform cells to speed up neighbourhood
searching, which is a commonly used technique for particle-
based simulations.
5 RESULTS
To demonstrate the ability of BDEM for fracture modeling,
a series of test examples are presented in this section in-
cluding different types of solid materials and fragmentation
processes. We use CUDA/C++ and Taichi programming
language [59] to implement our model. The beam bending
experiment was carried out on a CPU of Intel Core i7-8700,
and the other experiments were carried out on a NVIDIA
GEFORCE 1080 Ti GPU. Model parameters are summarized
in Table 2.
5.1 Comparison: Bending and Twisting
As shown in Figure 19, several different fracture simulation
methods including Mass-Spring, Peridynamics, MPM and
BDEM are compared via a beam bending test. In these
comparisions, we use a classical 2-ring mass-spring sys-
tem, a bond-based peridynamics method [26] and a local
phase-field fracture for MPM described in CDMPM [14].
The first and second row in Figure 19 show the fracture
effects obtained using different methods in low and high
resolutions, respectively. The load-displacement curves of
the beam bending test are plotted in the third row, where
the red and blue lines show the results of low and high
resolutions, respectively. From the the load-displacement











where l, b and h denotes the length, thickness and height
of the beam, F denotes the load, and δ is the displacement
in the center of the beam. ∆F∆δ indicates the slope of the
curve, and Ftop represents the load at the highest point
of the curve. The micro- and macro-parameter settings
are listed in Table 3 together with the time stepping and
calculation efficiency. The experimental results show that
the BDEM method has good scaling consistency compared
to Mass-Spring and Peridynamics, and the error between
microscopic and macroscopic parameters is 10% for Young’s
modulus and 28% for bending strength. From Table 3, we
can also find that Mass-Spring and Peridynamics generally
runs faster than BDEM, because they can simulate stiffer
materials with the same micro parameters. For BDEM, the
microscopic parameters are closer to the macroscopic pa-
rameters, so a smaller time step is required to simulate stiff
materials.
To further compare the performance of different meth-
ods, a 3D beam twisting experiment is conducted as shown
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(a) Mass-Spring (b) Peridynamics (c) MPM (d) BDEM(Ours)
Fig. 19: Beam Bending. Comparison of different methods in a three-point bending test. The first row shows the stress
distribution obtained from a low-resolution simulation, the second row shows the stress distribution obtained from a
high-resolution simulation, and the third row shows the load-displacement curves.
TABLE 3: Comparison of different methods in three point bending test.
Method Emicro Gmicro σmicro Emacro σmacro error ∆t T
Mass-Spring (L) 1.0× 107 - 1.25× 106 7.9× 107 1.4× 107 690%/1020% 2.0× 10−5s 1.2s
Mass-Spring (H) 1.0× 107 - 1.25× 106 1.0× 108 1.6× 107 900%/1180% 1.0× 10−5s 4.7s
Peridynamics (L) 1.0× 107 - 1.25× 106 1.8× 107 2.6× 106 80%/108% 2.0× 10−5s 0.8s
Peridynamics (H) 1.0× 107 - 1.25× 106 1.7× 107 2.4× 106 70%/92% 1.0× 10−5s 4.5s
MPM (L) 1.0× 107 4.0× 106 1.25× 106 1.2× 107 1.6× 106 20%/28% 1.0× 10−4s 0.12s
MPM (H) 1.0× 107 4.0× 106 1.25× 106 1.0× 107 1.6× 106 0%/28% 5.1× 10−5s 0.58s
BDEM (L) 1.0× 107 4.0× 106 1.25× 106 1.1× 107 1.6× 106 10%/28% 2.0× 10−5s 1.1s
BDEM (H) 1.0× 107 4.0× 106 1.25× 106 1.1× 107 1.6× 106 10%/28% 1.0× 10−5s 5.0s
* H indicates high resolution and L low resolution.
** In Peridynamis, the micro bond parameters can be calculated by macro parameter E. The parameters in the
table represent the macro E we used. The real bond parameter is smaller.
*** The error column shows the error between the macro parameters and the micro parameters of E and σ. The
error is calculated by Amacro−Amicro
Amicro
where A indicates E or σ.
in Figure 17, where the first row plots the stress distribution
obtained by Mass-Spring, Peridynamcis, MPM and BDEM,
respectively, and the second row shows the fragmentation
visualization of BDEM. The comparison shows the Mass-
Spring model generates a noisy and non-physical result,
Peridynamics and BDEM models obtain similar stress dis-
tributions, and the MPM result appears to be the smoothest
and most accurate. Note that the results of both Peridynam-
ics and BDEM are affected by the structured element/point
packing, and therefore appearing to be unsymmetrical. At
an extra cost of initialization, a random packing scheme will
resolve the issue. This is a limitation of the simple hexagonal
closest packing scheme adopted in this work.
5.2 Elasticity: Bunny Jell-O
The fragmentation of elastic materials is first tested. Fig-
ure 1 shows a bunny-shaped Jell-O cut by two blades.
To model the rigid boundaries (e.g. the two blades), we
simply sample the boundaries with discrete elements of
infinite mass, which allows the rigid boundary conditions
to be automatically handled by the built-in collision search
algorithm and contact model.
5.3 Thin-shell Objects: Paper, Coke Can and Glass
The second group of tests concern the fracture phenomena
in thin-shell objects, which often require specialized mathe-
matical and numerical formulations to simulate when using
a CM approach. Thin-shell objects can be readily handled
in BDEM by representing the object with a few layers
of discrete elements, without the need of any additional
treatment or modification. Figure 20 shows two different
fragmentation processes of paper sheets with or without a
hole in the center. The stress distribution is also visualized.
Two more complicated examples are shown in Figure 2,
where a coke can is squashed to buckle, and Figure 3, where
a glass panel is struck by a bullet.
5.4 Drilling
In this example, we consider a drilling process. As a large
amount of small fragments are continuously generated dur-
ing drilling, its simulation is challenging for both CM and
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Fig. 20: Paper. Two sheets of paper with or without a hole
at the center are torn apart. The color indicates the stress
inside the paper sheet.
other DM approaches. As shown in Figure 4, an isotropic
plaster board and an anisotropic wood board are drilled
horizontally, creating dust and tiny fragaments that fall onto
the ground. To represent the anisotropy of natural wood,
whose stiffness and strength differ in different directions,
we simply set the bond parameters differently based on its




1 + λ (dg · db)4
)
E, (30)
where dg is the wood growth direction, db is the direction
of the bond, λ is a user-specified parameter and E is the
Young’s modulus in the direction perpendicular to the wood
growth.
5.5 Rope and Textile
Rope and textile are flexible materials made by creating an
interlocking network of yarns or threads, and their defor-
mation and fracture behaviours differ depending on both
the properties of yarns and the weaving patterns. BDEM
provides a good framework to model rope and textile at
the yarn level. As shown in Figure 6 and Figure 9, the
yarns in rope and textile can be easily modelled by using
discrete elements and bonds, where the properties of yarns
are represented by the parameters of discrete elements and
bonds and the weaving patterns are represented by the
packing configuration of discrete elements. The complex
interaction between yarns are automatically handled by the
built-in collision and contact models, without the need of
any additional treatment.
5.6 Coupling
The coupling between different types of materials can be
easily handled by the proposed BDEM approach, thanks to
its flexibility to represent various solid continua and the uni-
form treatment of interactions. Figure 12 shows a hourglass
dropped and broken on the floor, which demonstrates the
coupling between granules and solids. Figure 14 shows the
interaction between four 3D letters: B, D, E and M, which
are made from granules, textile, rigid thin sheet, and soft
elastic material, respectively.
6 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we propose a BDEM approach to simulating
fracture phenomena in solid materials. One of the most
attractive advantages of BDEM is its ability to handle
multi-fractures involving large number of fragments. Other
advantages of BDEM include its simplicity and flexibility.
With well-defined and clearly structured bond and contact
models, the implementation of BDEM is simple, and it can
simulate a wide range of solid materials without the need of
any additional treatment. In addition, with the same pack-
ing configuration, BDEM exhibits good scaling consistency,
which is a useful feature for practical animation design.
However, the BDEM approach is not without limitations,
at least in its current form. First, due to the small time step
required in the explicit time integration, the computational
cost of BDEM is relatively high, and this can be a major
hurdle for its practice use. Although the limitation of high
computational cost is partially relieved by BDEM’s good
scaling consistency, further research is needed in order to
fundamentally overcome this issue. One possible solution to
this problem is to develop implicit schemes with adaptive
time stepping. All materials considered in the present work
are elastic solids, and it would be an interesting future
work to extend the proposed BDEM framework to model
plastic solids and to support fluid-solid coupling, which will
greatly enhance its animation capacity. For best accuracy, a
random packing of discrete elements is generally desirable
for BDEM simulation, and therefore further research to effi-
ciently generate randomly packed discrete element models
is beneficial.
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